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WEDNESDAY SEMINAR
This week’s Wednesday seminar will be hosted by Professor David Ray and the speaker is
Dr. Martin Rutter of the University of Manchester.
The title of his talk is “Genetic variants influencing sleep and
chronotype: Clinical and biological insights from the UK biobank"”
The talk will begin promptly at 1pm in the Robert Turner Lecture Theatre,
and sandwiches for those attending will be available from 12:45pm.
FRIDAY SEMINAR
There is no Friday seminar this week.

MEDICAL GRAND ROUNDS
Thursday 27 February from 13:00 to 14:00
John Radcliffe Hospital, Lecture Theatre
Respiratory: "'Every breath you take': novel respiratory diagnostics in the AAU", Dr Nick
Talbot and Dr Gillian Shephard
Gastroenterology: "A Chameleon for the 21st Century", Dr Emma Culver
Chair: Prof Richard Cornall

The Tomlinson Group said goodbye to Shelley Harris who has taken up a position in Southampton.

Congratulations to Jonathan Gamwell of OxLip who has been awarded funding from the UK-Canada
Globalink Doctoral Exchange Scheme.

The Body Unlocked: How Research is
Changing Lives
The local parts of the NIHR infrastructure (LCRN, both BRCs and the ARC) have been working
together to create a photo exhibition about research taking place in the Oxfordshire and the Thames
Valley. The exhibition, ‘The Body Unlocked: How Research is Changing Lives’, will be launched at
Oxford’s Covered Market on the morning of Tuesday 18th February (unit 40/41 opposite Wicked
Chocolate). Its aim to showcase our amazing research, but also to encourage people to get involved
in clinical trials.
The exhibition will be at the Covered Market for two months, before starting its journey around the
region. It will be located in places with high footfall to maximise engagement with the public.
thebodyunlocked.info.

Invitation to NIHR Oxford Biomedical Research Centre Open Access Training Event run by
the Bodleian Health Care Libraries
1.00-2.00pm Friday 13th March
Beeson Training Room, Cairns Library, level 3 John Radcliffe Hospital

Are you confused about open access? Unsure of what ‘act on acceptance’ is all about? Come along
to this training session, which will brief you on the University’s position on open access, REF 2021
open access requirements and the open access mandates from key funders. We will also cover an
introduction to Preprint Servers, and provide guidance on NIHR annual reporting requirements
This session is aimed at BRC researchers and support staff at all levels.
To book a place, please email david.phillips@bodleian.ox.ac.uk

FREE APPLE WORKSHOPS
The workshops will take place on 3, 4 & 5 of March 2020 @ IT Services 13, Banbury road
Please note: iPads will be provided
Apple - Getting more from your iPad
Do you use an iPad, but think you could get more out of it? There are many tools and
features of the iPad that can help us in our daily lives. We will look at the built-in iPad
settings and Accessibility tools. We see how they can enable our use of the technology to be
more effective.
Find available dates and times
Apple - iPad for beginners
Are you new to using the Apple iPad? Would you like to use it in your learning? An
introduction for staff and students new to using the Apple iPad. We will explore the built-in
features and look at how they can be used for learning.
Find available dates and times
Apple - Note writing using the iPad
How can we capture your lectures and tutorials? Using Microsoft OneNote, you can write
notes using drawing or typing. The information can be organised quickly and you can
collaborate with your colleagues.
Find available dates and times
Apple - Using your iPad to create short videos for social media
How can you combine photos and videos into an exciting, short video? How could this video
be shared on Social Media? Using Apple Clips, we will create a short video. This will include
adding titles and labels to the video and also, subtitles. We will look at examples on Social
Media and consider how to share your creations.
Find available dates and times
Apple - Podcasting on the iPad using Anchor
What is a Podcast? We will introduce Podcasting on the iPad and look at examples. We will
explore the Notes and Voice recorder tools, to capture your ideas. Then use the Anchor app
to record a podcast. Finally, we will consider the distribution of the podcast.
Find available dates and times
Apple - Curating online resources on your iPad
How can we organise all the great resources we see online? Using simple tools on the iPad,
we can bookmark and find resources for use again. To collect, organise, we will explore
tools, such as, Wakelet and Flipboard. Collaboration is a key part of finding and sharing, so
we see how we can work together to curate new collections.
Find available dates and times

It’s Pippin Doughnuts time again. They will be delivered on Thursday and the flavours this
month are as follows:
Mixed berry
Chocolate
Vanilla custard
Cinnamon and brown sugar
Apple blackberry custard
Passion Fruit curd
Gooseberry
Plum and Almond
Butterscotch

If you/your group wants to put in an order can you please contact the Thakker group.

